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Patience Magagula of Swazi TV interviews Valerie Msoka, Executive Director of the Tanzania 
Media Women’s Association at the 2014 Regional SADC gender protocol summit. Photo by 
Thando Dlamini 
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This analysis paper explores progress made in rolling out the Centres of Excellence (COE) for 
gender in the media project in the final year of DFID PPA funding. Gender Links (GL) has 
worked with 108 media houses in 12 Southern African Development Community (SADC) 
countries. The paper draws from the 2014 media COE verification exercise that GL Media COE 
facilitators conducted in 11 countries and the SADC gender (country and regional) summits. 
Summits are a platform to share good practises and insights on strengthening the project as 
well as strengthening in-country partnerships and networks.  
 
Over the three year implementation period, the COE model has evolved with GL devising new 
strategies to strengthen the process. This has increased effectiveness as well as led to media 
houses taking greater ownership and accountability of the process. Media houses have evolved 
to become key partners in the implementation process and started contributing to the success 
of the project. This is particularly seen in the level of kind support and funds specifically put into 
gender. 
 
The impact of the project has extended far and wide with global partners such as the United 
Nations Education and Scientific Organisation (UNESCO) and the World Association of Christian 
Communication (WACC) acknowledging the difference G’s work has made in the global fight for 
‘gender equality in and through the media.’ 
 
According to Ranjalay Sylvain, Editorial Director of The Express Group in Madagascar. “The 
training sessions organized by Gender Links have sparked debates within the media house and 
outside, and employees have been sensitized on the importance of gender. Gender Links has 
also helped the enterprise to draft and implement a gender action plan, which helps greatly in 
mainstreaming gender.” 
 
GL also conducted spot media monitoring at the end of the three year cycle to gauge progress 
on women’s voices in the media. The findings of the exercise and the media house scorecards 
are telling. This paper builds from the 2013 analyses and focuses on the key successes and 
challenges of the COE project and mapping a way forward in the count down to 2015, the 
target for the achievement of the targets of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and the 
SADC Protocol on Gender and development. In the last year GL has pushed to get media 
houses to adopt gender policies and start working on implementation. The stage seven capacity 
building workshops have also continued parallel to the policy drafting initiatives.  
   
The project has also received local recognition with the Sol Platjie Institute (SPI) for Media 
Management and Leadership designing a course on the Essentials of Media Management. The 
course draws, which has recently been accredited by Rhodes University, draws from the Media 
Management and Editing module of the COE manual. 
      
Looking ahead, GL will strengthen the COE model by engaging more with media house 
leadership to maintain the buy-in given in the initial stages of the project. There is also need for 
a clear strategy around the backstopping workshops to ensure that gender remains on the 
agenda in newsrooms and production rooms.  GL will also seek to build on the positive 
examples of the SADC Gender Protocol@Work, presented at the recent summits.  
 
What media COE facilitators have to say about the COE process  
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From my reading media houses in the DRC exist in a male dominated environment. It is very 
encouraging to note that in such a male-dominated environment, media houses are engaged in 
a process to empower women and enable them to have a voice.” Jerome Boulle: DRC  
 
“Through this organisation (GL) and the COE work, I have grown inwardly with an outstanding 
sense of purpose… in terms of really understanding and appreciating Gender issues.” 
Rethabile Pholo: Lesotho 
 
“The verification process is hugely important because it is an opportunity for Gender Links and 
media houses to monitor progress and measure impact of the COE work. The discussions were 
enriching as they provided the platform to openly discuss the challenges and strategies moving 
forward.” Claudia Rakotonirina: Madagascar 
 
 “All the media enterprises find the verification exercise very useful as the verification is indeed 
time to reflect on the collaboration with Gender Links and all the training done. This is also the 
time for GL to see if the media is going the extra mile in quantitative and qualitative content.” 
Loga Virahsawmy: Mauritius 
 
“The interaction with people explaining the passion of the work is something always good to 
hear, the challenges of getting the right news, sources and sometimes the danger of being part 
of some stories or news was also an important thing for me.” Alice Banze: Mozambique 
 
“Getting the gender mainstreaming agenda off the ground was a great challenge, but it is 
encouraging because of the support from other stakeholders. Gender mainstreaming in the 
media will certainly bring a glimpse of hope in that the media houses are beginning to realize 
that women voices and views must be heard. It will also be naive to deny that Swazi culture 

has continued to be oppressive on women voices and views.” Comfort Mabuza: Swaziland 
 
“Constant engagement with reporters and media managers leads to acceptance and 

willingness to adopt gender sensitive reporting in the media. Anecdotal evidence shows that this 
is having impact in terms of how gender is reported and changing individual attitude.” Arthur 
Okwemba: Tanzania 

 
“I learnt that, for the project to succeed, it is important that as implementers we sit down with 
our beneficiaries (media houses) and discuss ways of rolling out the project.  Constant 
engagement with Editors and decision makers in the media houses also leads to sustainability 
and greater ownership of the project. ” Gladness Munuo: Tanzania 
 
“The way forward for Zambian media would be to start the process of verification much earlier 
than the time allocated so that each individual media house can have ample time to finalise the 
process and also to gather documentary evidence.” Perpetual Sichikwenkwe: Zambia 
 
“The verification exercise is a necessary but painful process in the Media CEO programme as it 
allows the facilitator and the media houses to look back, look-in and look-forward in their 
journey to achieving gender equality and equity in and through the media.” Thabani Mpofu:  
Zimbabwe 
Key facts 
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 108 media houses in 12 SADC countries have joined the Centres of Excellence (COE) for 
gender in the media process.  

 61 of the 108 media COEs have signed MOUs with Gender Links (GL) signaling their 
commitment to the COE process.  

 The COEs include 7 TV broadcasters and 6 public radio stations, 49 private media 
houses and 33 community media houses. 

 Of the 108 media COEs, 70 have developed gender policies, whilst 47 have adopted 
these, representing 90 newsrooms with gender policies. 

 GL verified 60 media houses during the COE verification process between March and 
April 2014. 

 15 media houses presented good practices at the 2014 SADC Gender summit 
 134 media case studies presented at the 12 country and regional summits 
 The proportion of women sources in the media institutions that GL is working with has 

dropped down from 22% in 2013 to 21% in 2014. However 32% of the 93 media 
houses have at least 30% women sources. 

 Madagascar and Mozambique are approaching parity at 46%.  
 Increases recorded in Swaziland and Zambia 
 Declines in Malawi 

 Starting from a baseline score of 57%, progress score of 63%, regional media house 
progress score stands at 71% with the highest score at 79% and the lowest at 65%. 

 Proposed scores are 76% for 2015 and 81% for 2016 
 
Background 
 

The results of the 2009 Glass Ceiling in Southern African 
Media and the 2010 Gender and Media Progress Study 
(GMPS), which showed an apparent lack of improvement in 
gender and the media, informed the COE approach. The 
GMPS found that on average the proportion of women 
sources in the region increased by just two percentage points 
from 17% in the 2003 Gender and Media Baseline Study 
(GMBS) to 19% in the 2010 GMPS.  

 
The 2008 SADC Protocol on Gender and Development that sets 28 targets for the attainment of 
gender equality by 2015, including several key commitments on the media, strengthens this 
approach. The media COE’s backstopping revolves around the ten theme areas of the Protocol 
in the critical build up to 2015. With just two years to go before this deadline, GL embarked on 
a major COE verification exercise for its media and local government COEs. The exercise was 
carried out in February and March 2013, and sought to measure progress on COE 
implementation, as well as gather qualitative evidence of impact on the ground. 
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Figure one, taken from the 2010 GMPS study, shows the slow pace of progress between the 
Gender and Media Baseline study (GMBS) and the GMPS. Likewise, the Glass Ceiling Study 
showed that whilst women are underrepresented in media in general, they are glaringly absent 
from decision-making positions. On average women constitute 41% of media employees and 
just 28% of those in management across the surveyed media houses. The Glass Ceiling study 
also showed a marked absence of gender policies in media houses. GL therefore used these 
findings to reflect on its intervention strategies and explore possibilities for a more holistic and 
sustained approach to addressing gender gaps in the media.  

 
Synergy with other GL programmes 
 
SADC Gender Protocol Alliance: The COE project has brought together all GL programming 
areas: Governance, Gender Justice and the Alliance programmes. Through following the SADC 
gender protocol targets; this project contributes meaningfully to this regional roadmap on 
achieving the MDGs. GL’s other programming areas also actively work towards the same goals. 
The COE training manual covers modules of the SADC gender protocol. 
 
Gender Justice: Through engaging with media and citizens on GBV, HIV and AIDS and Sexual 
and Reproductive Rights, the COE project creates a space for discussion for this area, which 
also forms a key component of GL’s Gender Justice programme. The justice programme is 
currently rolling out a gender based violence indicators programme, which seeks to measure 
the extent of GBV in different SADC countries. GL trains media personnel on GBV, HIV and AIDS 
and Sexual and Reproductive Rights, under stage seven of the COE process. 
 
Gender and Governance: The work with community media creates a vital link between media 
and the local government COE project, which engages stakeholders at community level. This 
has helped GL to ground its work by looking at those structures and issues closest to 
communities. The COE project also interfaces with the governance and justice programmes 
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during the 16 days of activism campaign by working with media to cover GBV stories at 
community level through the local government COEs. Stage seven of the media COE training 
includes a module on Constitutional and legal rights and governance.  
  
Stage seven of the local government COE focuses on strategic communications, which includes 
building relations with the media. The media programme also actively engages key stakeholders 
on key gender and electoral issues through the Gender, elections and media project, which 
seeks to create participatory and inclusive governance.  
  
As part of the media COE project, the media programme will train media personnel this year on 
the gendered dimensions of electoral processes, as well as impart skills on reporting 
governance issues from a gender perspective. Botswana, Mozambique and Tanzania will hold 
their national elections in the second half of 2014. This presents a vital opportunity to raise the 
bar and bring issues of gender and governance to the fore.  
 
Media COE verification 
Between March and April 2014, GL embarked on a massive verification exercise for all media 
COEs that have at least drafted or adopted gender policies. Based on lessons learnt in 2013 and 
recommendations at the 2013 Media facilitators’ strategy meeting, GL gave the facilitators the 
opportunity to verify their own media houses. This approach aimed to give facilitators a 
qualitative overview of the impact of the work in the media as well as provide a platform for 
media houses and facilitators to engage on process and approach.  
 
Madagascar co-facilitator, Claudia Rakotonirina says “At the end of verification, some 

recommendations were proposed, 
including the invitation of all 
employees during workshop 
training so that everyone has the 
same information, to conduct 
trainings at least every two 
months in order to remind 
personnel of what has been 
learned.” 
 
60 media houses took part in this 
exercise across 11 countries. This 
is the second time that GL has 
taken the time to engage media 
houses and verify progress. The 
Media programme has borrowed 
this concept from the local 

government COE project. 
 

Making use of media COE facilitators gave them the opportunity to hear first-hand what 
strategies are not working and how media houses would like to see the process move forward.  
 
Table one: summary of media COE verification statistics 
 

Nengida Johanes, Upendo FM, Tanzania during the media COE 
verification exercise. Photo by Arthur Okwemba  
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Country Dates No of media 
houses 

No of 
women  

No of men Total 

Botswana 21-23 May 5 3 2 5 

DRC 24-28 Mar  11 22 13 35 

Lesotho Apr 2 17 19 36 

Madagascar 24 Mar-1 Apr 6 15 8 23 

Malawi 9 -16 Apr 9 9 10 19 

Mauritius 3-14 Mar  4 7 4 11 

Mozambique Mar-Apr 5 17 12 29 

South Africa      

Swaziland Apr 4 11 6 17 

Tanzania 14-15 Apr 8 14 12 26 

Zambia 14 Mar-4 
May 

3 7 11 18 

Zimbabwe 22 May 1 10 14 24 

TOTAL  58 132 111 243 

 
Table one shows that GL reached 156 people from the COEs during the verification exercise. 
DRC, Malawi, Madagascar, Mauritius and Tanzania have the highest number of media houses 
verified. This is because most of the media houses in this project have adopted and are 
implementing their gender policies. There was no verification in Namibia because the Namibia 
Broadcasting Corporation, the country’s only COE, has not reached policy drafting stage.  The 
breakdown of male and female participants also shows that gender mainstreaming in the media 
is about women and men working towards a common goal. 
 
Observations from facilitators 
 
Most of the facilitators noted that most media houses were ill-prepared for the evaluations and 
only started engaging with the process during the meeting. However, once the discussions 
started they were engaging and provided useful insights on the process. The general feeling 
was that media houses appreciate the work that GL has been doing through the COE process 
and are committed to making a difference. For example Swazi TV has dedicated time and 
resources to ensuring that gender mainstreaming becomes a reality. 
 
According to Patience Magagula, the gender focal point at Swazi TV, “Maybe it is high time we 
begin believing that women are equally capable and competent the better. Here at Swazi TV 
right at the policy level, the 50-50 representation is already evident, the chairperson of the 
board is a women. We are convinced that in men in the station will soon change their attitude 
of viewing women negatively.”  
 
Beata Kasale of Botswana observes that ‘some media houses still lack in publicising their gender 
policies and meeting the targets of their action plans.” This was also noted in Zambia where the 
three media houses that have gender policies have not shared the existing policy documents 
with all staff. The MBC of Mauritius has a different story to tell with management dedicating 
time and resources to ensuring that their gender policy is a living document. 
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Another observation has been the high 
staff turn-over in the media industry in 
general. In Botswana, the facilitator 
notes that she is now dealing with a 
new task team after most members of 
the old task team that drafted the 
gender policy moved. This therefore 
impacts on continuity and 
implementation of the project. In 
Zimbabwe, the entire Zimpapers team 
has been reshuffled and editors 
moved across media houses. This has 
delayed policy adoption.  
 
Strategies 
 
The media COE process is a ten-stage 
cycle, which sees GL providing support 
and backstopping throughout. Based 
on experience and lessons learnt from the old six-stage process, GL has since devised strategies 
to strengthen the process. This has increased effectiveness as well as led to media houses 
taking greater ownership of the process.  
     
One unique feature of this model is the flexibility with which stages can happen. As soon as 
buy-in is given, a media house can have the processes happening in parallel to each other. For 
example, while the gender policy drafting stages are in motion, training for journalists (stage 
seven) can take place.  
    
In-country training workshops for different modules are linked to actual events on the ground. 
For example, the governance module is linked to elections and other events that have 
implications on governance. Likewise, training on gender and the economy is linked to budget 
announcements and discussions. Stage seven training does not necessarily follow the sequence 
in the COE training manual. Facilitators can combine modules as per individual needs. For 
example, the modules on HIV and AIDS and Gender based violence can be combined as they 
are closely related. 
  
Arthur Okwemba, Tanzania Facilitator says ‘the COE project requires us as facilitators to engage 
in a highly strategic way to ensure it moves forward with sufficient success.” 
 
Buy-in from the highest levels of the media  
The first stage consists of getting buy-in at decision-making level. The facilitator achieves this 
through a meeting with media house top management. After going through a discussion of the 
process, they commit to a plan for the ten-stage process. This process involves the 
development and implementation of a gender policy. This is in line with efforts to put in place a 
conducive environment for gender equality to flourish. 
 
Buy-in from a high-level means that the leadership is committing to give the project its full 
support. This buy-in from management is often when during the in-house workshops, where a 

Stage 1. Buy-in

Stage 2. 
Situational 

analysis

Stage 3. In-house  
workshop

Stage 4. 
Drafting policy

Stage 5. Policy 
adoption

Stage 6. Opinion 
and commentary 

Stage 7. 
Backstoppin

g

Stage 8. M and E

Stage 9. M and E

Stage 10. Summit
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senior manager often comes to address media house personnel. The Mauritius Broadcasting 
Corporation, (MBC) is an example of how leadership from above has led to successful 
implementation of the COE process. See attached MBC case study. According to Deputy 
Director General Soondaree Devi Soborun, “I take this COE process seriously. As such, I ensure 
that I constantly monitor and evaluate the progress we are making. The entire management 
team believes in this process and we are honouring the MOU we signed with Gender Links.” 
 

Formal agreements with 
media houses 
 
Stage one of the COE process 
involves signing of a formal 
agreement between GL and the 
media house involved. Signing a 
formal agreement in the form of a 
statement of commitment or 
memorandum of understanding 
ensures that there is 
understanding and clarity on the 
responsibilities of the different 
parties.  
 
So far, 48 media houses have 
signed these agreements with GL. 
The process has however evolved 
to introduce a statement of 
commitment in cases where 
media houses found the MOU too 
bureaucratic.  

 
An evidence-based approach:  During stage two, the GL facilitator, with the help of the 
Gender Focal Person (GFP), conducts a media house-specific situation analysis using the GL 
situation analysis form and media house scorecard. Key functionaries fill out the Gender and 
Media score card (see monitoring and evaluation). The scores are summarised per sector. This 
scorecard becomes a key indicator in measuring media house progress. During the in-house 
workshop (stage 3), the facilitator uses research to draw out media house specific gender 
issues. Likewise, the on-going monitoring and evaluation provides up to date figures on 
progress in institutional practices as well as in content. The verification exercise is also part of 
evidence gathering.  
 
GL conducts a verification exercise annually to discuss and gather evidence of impact in the 
different media houses. This evidence, together with media house score cards, is the basis for 
the adjudication at the SADC gender summits. 
      
On the job training and capacity building  
While the COE process consists of 10 stages, GL offers backstopping at every stage. This 
includes technical support to ensure effectiveness of the process. A key component of this is 
support from partner organizations such as journalism and media training institutions, as well as 

Malisema Mahloane, Managing Editor, BAM Media, Lesotho 
signing an MOU with Colleen Lowe Morna, CEO Gender Links, 
June 2012. Photo by Sikhonzile Ndlovu 

http://gemcommunity.genderlinks.org.za/gallery/main.php?
g2_itemId=24511 
 

http://gemcommunity.genderlinks.org.za/gallery/main.php?g2_itemId=24511
http://gemcommunity.genderlinks.org.za/gallery/main.php?g2_itemId=24511
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SADC Protocol Alliance thematic cluster leads. The evidence that emerged in the GMPS was that 
institutional level interventions are more effective than macro level interventions; this provides a 
strong argument for this approach. 
        
Whilst the individual country contexts and activities determine the capacity building workshops, 
these are tailored around the provisions of the SADC Gender Protocol for the following areas; 

 Constitutional and legal rights 
 Governance 
 Education and training 
 Productive resources, employment and economic empowerment 
 Gender based violence 
 Health and HIV and AIDS 
 Peace Building 

 Media, information and communication 
 Implementation 
 
Training gender champions 
 
Learning from the Local Government COE process, the media project has also trained gender 
focal points to drive the COE process from within. These individuals are also the bridge between 
GL and media house personnel. This strategy has been key in getting media houses to take 
ownership of the COE process. This strategy also ensures continuity in the momentum as media 
houses do not have to wait for GL to come and lead the process. This is part of sustainability 
efforts as these individuals can continue with the process long after GL is gone. Rachel Kalapa 
is an example of how one can champion the gender cause within their media house. 
 
Taking leadership where fellow male fear 
 

Whenever a person ventures into a 
media house in Tanzania and 
requests to speak to the gender 
champion, the names that 
invariably prop up are of female 
employees. But at Lady Band 
newspaper, the story is totally 
different: a man is the gender 
champion.  
 
This is very powerful in not only 
removing the stereotype that 
gender issues are women issues, 
but also sends a message that men 
too are supportive of women 
empowerment. 
 

Meet Said Mmanga, the gender champion and news editor at Lady Band newspaper. Mmanga 
says he had been socialised to think that women just wanted to be given things without 
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working hard. This made him have a negative attitude towards gender empowerment 
programmes. 
 
“Initially I used to oppose gender issues as it appeared to me that it was a war between men 
and women. But the turning point in my life is when I attended a training organized by Gender 
Links. The delivery of the message was so powerful and so moving that it left me questioning 
my thinking,” Mmanga recollects what he went through three years ago. 
 
“I realized this was not a woman issue, but a justice issue. The following week when I returned 
to work, my colleagues wondered the change in my tone and language about women 
empowerment. Since then, I decided to offer the little contribution I can to promote women 
rights.” 
 
In the past three years, Mmanga says he has mentored six women, some of whom are now 
senior writers in other newspapers. Currently he is mentoring two women to become news 
editors. Mmanga is in-charge if the implementation of the Gender Policy and the link between 
the workers and the board, a position he is expected to use to influence decisions that the 
board takes. 
 
He attributes the changes in gender mainstreaming in the company, especially around sourcing 
of information from both women and men, to the Gender Policy saying. “a lot has changed 
since we adopted and started using this Policy to inform what we do. You can easily see the 
difference in our practice before and after adoption of the policy.” 
 
He says they are now questioning the sourcing of information when it does bring out fair 
representation of women and men voices.  But the biggest challenge they are having, he notes, 
is building the capacity of female journalists to realize certain targets before the end of 2014 or 
2015. 
 
“Training requires a lot of money, while mentoring takes a longer time. If we can get 
organizations to support us with regular leadership trainings, then we can meet our targets 
within the defined timelines.” 
 
 
Building M and E into the COE process 
 
Administration of media house scorecards, knowledge and attitudes surveys, situation analysis 
forms and other monitoring and evaluation tools is useful in measuring change in the 
immediate, medium and long term. M and E happens throughout the ten-stage cycle. At stage 
one, it involves collecting data on media house gender indicators using the media house score 
card. This is important in obtaining baseline data on the outset. The media house scorecard is a 
useful tool in measuring qualitative changes within the media. This tool focuses on institutional 
as well as content indicators. 
 
Stage two is equally important in that facilitators work with the media house in collecting data 
on institutional composition and patterns. This is helps in preparing for the in-house workshop 
at stage three. The situation analysis data is often combined with data on editorial content. 
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Table two: summary of COE monitoring and evaluation 

STAGE M and E 

One Media house score card 

Two Situation analysis forms 

Three Knowledge and attitudes quizzes,  

Four Workshop evaluations, knowledge and attitudes quizzes 

Five Gender Policy Action plan 

Six Workshop evaluations, knowledge and attitudes quizzes 

Seven Workshop evaluations, knowledge and attitudes quizzes 

Eight Self-monitoring 

Nine Follow up media house score card, external content, media monitoring, 
verification, collection of qualitative case studies 

Ten Presentation of best practices at the summit 

 
Partner organizations and gender policy facilitators are also involved in external evaluations to 
ensure ongoing feedback to GL on the process. This feedback has helped identify gaps in 
implementation and the need for new strategies. These evaluations have also helped pull out 
success stories, which are ultimately important for peer learning. External monitoring takes two 
forms, both qualitative and quantitative. GL carries out this evaluation on a larger scale, 
measuring progress in all media houses that have developed gender policies during media 
house verification. This involves more in-depth quantitative and qualitative monitoring leading 
up to the summit. This monitoring contributes significantly to the selection of case studies to be 
presented at the summits. This monitoring is useful in verifying the results of the self-
monitoring exercise.  
 
Loga Virahsawmy says ‘Regular monitoring and follow up must be done in a sustainable 
manner. All in house training whatever the theme must start by monitoring the news from a 
gender perspective.  This is a must if GL wants the media to make every voice count and 
improve the voices of women.” 
 
Affirming good practice, Knowledge creation 
and peer learning 
 
 As part of knowledge sharing and learning, the COE 
process continues to gather media COEs and media 
personnel under the banner of the SADC gender 
summit. The presentations at the 2014 summit 
brought the total number of media case studies to 
342.  
 
Content and other examples of good practice 
produced as part of the various capacity building 
initiatives will be used as evidence of the SADC 
gender protocol@work. Throughout the period, GL 
works towards gathering and disseminating best 
practices, case studies, and other qualitative 
evidence that is presented at the summits. Malawi’s 
FM 101 won the COE award and Ladyband 

Patience Magagula, Producer at Swazi TV, 
receives the Media COE runner up award from 
Sikhonzile Ndlovu, GL Media Programme 
Manager, at the 2014 Swaziland Summit, Photo 
by Thandokuhle Dlamini 

http://gemcommunity.genderlinks.org.za/ga
llery/main.php?g2_itemId=43746 
 
 

http://gemcommunity.genderlinks.org.za/gallery/main.php?g2_itemId=43746
http://gemcommunity.genderlinks.org.za/gallery/main.php?g2_itemId=43746
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Changamoto was runner up.  
 
Learning visits to Mauritius for the 2013 winners 
In 2013, nine media COEs from nine countries presented case studies at the inaugural gender 
summit. The MBC of Mauritius and L’ Express of Madagascar emerged as joint winners. Based 
on the MBC’s long standing commitment to gender mainstreaming in institutional practice, GL 
has organised study visits for all media winners. This peer-learning model presents media 
personnel with the rare opportunity to learn from each other. Winning journalists from 
Zimbabwe and the DRC were part of this learning visit. 
 
Outputs 
 
Table three: outputs produced under the COE project 
 

No of 
gender 
policies 

No books No of 
pamphlet
s 

No of 
institution
al profiles 

No of 
summit 
entries 

Participants Percentage 

Women Men Wome
n 

Men 

47 gender 
policies 
representing 
90 
newsrooms 

2 media 
COE 
handbook 
and COE 
training 
manual 

15 14 280 1371 876 61% 39% 

 
Table three shows that 47 media houses have developed and are implementing gender policies. 
These 47 represent 90 newsrooms. There are 23 draft gender policies. In Botswana the seven 
media COEs have adopted a different model, choosing to sign onto one gender policy. Gender 
policy development takes place at stages four and five of the COE concept. GL has reached 
61% women and 39% men since the start of the COE process. 
 
The media COEs contributed 108 SADC Protocol@ Work case studies at the 2013 SADC gender 
summit. One of the broad objectives of the COE process is to contribute to the advancement of 
the SADC gender protocol. 
 
Outreach 
 
As part of creating visibility for the COE project, GL has created individual pages for all 
participating media houses. These pages show at a glance progress the media house has made 
on the project. Outputs from each stage are also detailed.  
 

“The greatest challenge is making gender issues relevant to Christian programming in that that 

both man and women are made in the image of God. It also crucial to make it known that in 
Christ there is no male and female, so why should we continue belittling women using the bible 
message?” Lomalangeni Dlamni, VOC- Gender Focal person. 
 
In addition to the visibility that GL is giving to the COE process, some media houses have taken 
an active role in documenting the process. For example, the Mauritius Broadcasting Corporation 
has compiled a documentary on gender in the media house. The documentary details the 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00xQ31pMovg
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different gender mainstreaming strategies the media house has employed. During the Mauritius 
2013 summit, the MBC also gave extensive coverage to the process. This will be compiled into 
another documentary. This is an example of a media house taking full ownership of the COE 
project. 
 
In Botswana, seven media houses that worked on and adopted a joint gender policy, are also 
planning a public launch of the gender policy. According to Beata Kasale, Publisher of The 
Voice, this will lead to greater accountability to the COE process. The media houses are 
planning to print the policy and publicise it in country.  
 
Outcomes: evidence of emerging impact 
 
Women’s voices in the media 
 
Introduction 
Following the 2013 self-monitoring exercise, GL monitored 93 media houses in April 2014. This 
exercise sought to spot check progress in the media institutions that GL is working with. The 
monitoring exercise specifically focused on women’s voices in the COEs. However, the research 
still captured data on other gender and media indicators such as the sex of the reporters as well 
as topics that are covered in the media. 
 
GL is using the monitoring results to measure the 
extent of progress compared to 2013 as well as to 
verify the results of the self-monitoring exercise. The 
GMPS research undertaken by GL in 2010, which 
found women sources are 19% a 2% increase from 
the 17% in found in GMBS 2003 informs this 
monitoring.  
 
Using the findings of the spot monitoring, GL will 
strengthen its intervention strategies including the 
capacity building workshops for journalists to help 
increase knowledge of gender sensitive reporting 
especially accessing women’s voices. The capacity 
building workshops are framed around the ten SADC 
Gender Protocol thematic areas. Through periodic monitoring, GL is able to gauge whether the 
COE process is making a difference in improving journalist’s news sourcing patterns.  
 
Sample 
 
Table four: Analysis of media monitored by type  
 

 Bots DRC Les  Mada Mal Maur Moz SA Swaz Tan Zam Zim Total 

Print 4 5 3 4 1 3 6 6 2 5 3 10 52 

Radio 3 2 2 1 8 2 2 3 2 3 3 1 32 

Television 0 3 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 9 

Total 7 10 6 6 9 6 8 9 5 9 7 11 93 

 

Beata Kasale, Publisher of The Voice newspaper 
in Botswana. Photo by Saeanna Chingamuka 
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Table four shows that GL monitored 93 media houses in 11 Southern African countries that GL 
is rolling out the media COE project in. There was no monitoring in Namibia largely because the 
NBC is yet to start the capacity building workshops for editorial staff. GL’s assumption is that 
there is a direct correlation between quality of content and progress in capacity building 
workshops for content personnel.  
 
The sample size represents 86% of all participating media COEs. This therefore allows GL to 
make conclusions based on this sample. There were 52 print publications, 32 radio channels 
and 9 television channels. The breakdown shows that most of these media houses and print 
and very few TV channels.  
 
Monitoring covered: 

 Newspapers: whole newspaper except for classifieds; advertisements; advertorials and 
supplements.  

 Radio: Current Affairs programmes.  

 Television: A major half hour or one hour news bulleting either in the morning or 
evening. 

 
Methodology 
Media monitoring took place in 11 countries (in April 2014) using agreed guidelines and time 
frames. Monitoring happened over a structured three day period in a week. This period was 
chosen because it was just at the end of the PPA funding period and such aimed to get data 
outside the project activities. This period was also deemed neutral as there were no major 
events happening in most of the countries. If monitoring had happened in March, it would have 
coincided with Women’s month thereby skewing the results.  
 
From these 4982 news items were monitored. 
 
The main research question guiding the spot check media monitoring was who speaks in the 
media? This helped to derive male and female source per newsroom. On average, we were able 
to draw out how many female and male sources are in an article. 
The media monitoring was purely quantitative in nature.  Monitors gathered quantitative data 
on the media’s coverage of all topics in discussed in newspapers, radio current affairs and tv 
news. Data was captured into a media monitoring tool pre designed and customised for each 
newsroom. Monitors captured a specified set of data from each news item. This included 
information about the item itself, sex of presenter, reporter, and writer and who spoke, who 
they are etc. Besides the sources the tool also captured imperative data like topics, types of 
sources, function of the sources and sex of the presenter, reporter 
 
Limitations of the methodology 
This monitoring comes with many limitations. The monitoring period was a mere three days 
exercise. This can be argued to be insufficient time to conduct extensive media monitoring and 
conclude on results based on this. The sample may be too small to make these results a true 
reflection of reality. Radio items are fewer as only current affairs programmes were monitored 
which also brings down the number of news items monitored. 
 
The news value of timeliness in news selection is also a limitation at play in this monitoring 
exercise. In journalism, recent events have higher news value than earlier happenings. 
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Therefore, news topics covered have an impact on who speaks in the news. For example, In 
Mauritius during the monitoring period, politics was high on the agenda. It received the most 
coverage. So seeing that most official sources and politicians are male figures fewer women are 
interviewed as sources. 
 
Findings 
 
Figure One : Women and men sources overall 
 

 
 
Figure one shows that across the 11 countries monitored the regional women sources constitute 
21% of news sources compared to 79% male sources. Of the 12 countries monitored 8 are on 
and above the regional women sources figure. Overall, the results suggest women’s voices are 
still under represented in the media. The lowest women sources are in Malawi at 15% and 
Zambia, DRC, Botswana at 18%.  
 
Figure Two: Women over time by country  
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Figure Two shows that there is a one-percentage point decrease in the proportion of women 
sources since the 2013 self-monitoring. This decrease shows that there is need for more 
focused and strategic engagement with journalists especially on capacity building. The gains 
made over the last year seem to have been lost. Madagascar has recorded the highest increase 
moving from 24% to 46% in one year. This progression can be argued to be influenced by the 
improvement in sources for all media houses with the lowest sources being 37% at L’express. 
Swaziland follows at 24%, Mauritius, and Zimbabwe both at 22% respectively.  
 
Swaziland moved from 21% to 24% making it the second best mover. Overtime Swaziland is 
experiencing a steady increase and improvement in the number of women sources accessed by 
its journalists. In 2010, GMPS study Swaziland stands at 19% at par with the regional average. 
However, in the 2013 self-monitoring it moved to 21% and now stands at a 24% country 
average. 
 
While other countries have either progressed or regressed, Zimbabwe at 22% and Tanzania at 
19% have not moved from where they were in 2013. Although Tanzania is of the countries that 
is benefitting most from the capacity building workshops and GL has reviewed the training 
methodology at Stage 3 a further look into the training methodology for Stage 7. GL has been 
using the group model (bringing two media house personnel from each media to one central 
place for workshops) rather than the in-house model. However, the country may have managed 
to maintain its standing because of the gender sensitisation workshops and the media 
management meetings with editor. These meetings helped build the awareness of the existence 
of gender policies and knowledge on key gender and media concepts. They also revisited how 
media management and editing helps in improving gender balanced and gender aware 
coverage in media houses. South Africa and Malawi have both gone down by 9-percentage 
point making them the biggest losers.  
 
Table Two: Sources across media houses over time 
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Media house 2013 

monitoring 

2014 

monitoring 

Percentage point 

difference 

Women sources increased 

Yarona FM (Botswana)     39% 100%   61 

L'Hebdo de 

Madagascar(Madagascar) 

21% 54% 33 

Midi Mada (Madagascar) 16% 43% 32 

Radio Islam (Malawi) 17% 36% 19 

Voice Of the Church (Swaziland ) 29% 47% 18 

Women sources decreased 

Christian Voice Radio (Zambia) 67% 16% 51 

Upendo FM (Tanzania) 33% 0% 33 

ZBS (Malawi) 31% 0% 31 

Capital Radio (Malawi) 42% 21% 21 

Kwayedza (Zimbabwe)         41% 29% 12 

 
Table Two above shows results from 10 media houses from across the region overtime. The 
highest improvement is from Yarona FM that has an increase of 61-percentage point. The 
highest regression is at Christian Voice Radio that went back by 51 percentage points.  
 
Yarona FM is continuing to progress from 17% in GMPS 2010 to 39% in 2013 to 100% in 2014.  
Whilst Yarona FM Botswana is making rigorous efforts to mainstream gender in its operations, 
progress the other media houses have not been so successful hence lowering the country 
average. Though gender is not considered a beat yet, there have been some deliberate efforts 
within the institution to ensure that they run at least one story on gender related issues every 
week, and a male journalist has been assigned to cover gender issues. Both male and female 
Journalists are now being encouraged to cover the non-traditional areas of reporting. The 
station however has designed radio programmes, which provide a platform to Women's 
advocacy groups to debate and educate young people on gender-based violence, particularly 
during the 16 days of activism. 
 
“Even without GL we took the responsibility to do it (gender mainistreaming), but they helped 
us monitor and enhance these efforts. We look at issues differently, we see that women are 
victims but also that men can be silent victims too". Having attended a number of workshops 
held by GL and other organisations, with this better understanding of gender and media, Radio 
Islam strives to share this with listeners.The station has started producing and broadcasting 
weekly programs on issues relating to marriage, empowerment and women's health. " 
Macpherson Maulana Radio Islam 
 
“What inspires me are the women I see every day coming to Radio Dialogue with a story to tell. 
Most of our active community members are women, and it always pains me that when it comes 
to serious issues, women, who are the most active participants, are not given a platform to 
express their views. Our slogan is ‘Giving you a voice' and I believe women in our community 
need to be given the voice because no one can tell their story better than them.” Zenzele 
Ndebele Station Manager Radio Dialogue. 
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Radio Christian Cooice has made a tremendous fall from 61% to 16%. Capital Radio which was 
one of the best performers over the years has also declined tremendously.  
 
Media house scorecard 
 
The media house scorecard is one tool that the COE process uses to measure progress in media 
houses. This tool looks at institutional and content indicators. The scorecard’s strength lies in 
the fact that it captures the qualitative indicators that quantitative tools hide. The broad areas 
covered include policy framework, workplace, editorial practice, marketing and advertising and 
monitoring and evaluation.  
 
Figure 2: Progress in media house scores by country 
 

 
 
Figure two shows that that there has been an increase in country media house scores 
compared to the 2013. This is true for all countries except Mozambique and Lesotho that have 
remained constant and Botswana and Zimbabwe that have gone down. These three countries 
are behind in terms of developing and adopting gender policies.  
 
Mauritius, Malawi and Zambia have registered significant increases, with the Mauritius score 
moving from a baseline of 53% to 80%; Malawi moved from 57% to 66%. This is in line with 
the progress in COE roll-out in the individual countries. These results, however, mask the 
progress in individual media houses in different countries.  
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Management and boards 
 
The COE verification process showed that having a policy in place has a bearing on 
mainstreaming gender in institutional composition. Whilst women are still grossly 
underrepresented in management in the media, there is evidence of efforts to address this 
imbalance. Examples include Malawi’s MIJ FM and Lesotho’s BAM Media. 
 
At MIJ FM in Malawi, the board is constituted of 3 men and 2 women. In addition to this, these 
two women chair critical committees, Finance and Admin and Recruitment. On the recruitment 
front, MIJ has worked to address gender imbalances from the past. Women constitute 75% of 
those in management. These include the Executive Director, The Station Manager and the 
Course Coordinator. Finance and Admin is the only department led by a man. 

 
BAM media, publishers of the Informative Newspaper in Lesotho have managed to get women 
into leadership positions. BAM is also one of the few media houses in SADC owned and run by 
women. Although BAM is still finalising its gender policy, it is evident that gender mainstreaming 

is a key area of consideration. 
At Informative newspaper, the 
Managing Editor and the 
Editor are both female. A 
discussion with men within 
the media house also revealed 
that there is dynamic 
leadership which caters for 
the needs of both women and 
men.  
 
According to Malisema 
Mahloane, one of the 
Directors at BAM Media, “In 
the future, I see BAM media 
as a place of equal 
opportunities for women and 
men. As its leader, I have 

ideas about mentoring and coaching young women and men coming into the media.” 
 
At only 27, Hilda Phiri, Station Manager at Malawi’s Dzimwe Community Radio Station, has 
shown that women do bring value to media house management and leadership. Hilda’s full 
profile annexed to this report. 
 
Man making a difference in leadership 

The COE process has also identified men who are making a difference in the media. Alaudin 
Osman, fondly known as ‘Al' by colleagues and friends, is the Media Manager at Capital FM. Al 
joined the media industry in 1976 after obtaining his Master's degree in Media studies. In 29 
March 1999, Al launched Capital Radio, and it was in 2000 when he met Colleen Lowe Morna, 
GL CEO, and her team, who visited Capital FM to do research on gender in the media. Although 
it was a positive and important catalyst in Capital's journey toward gender equity, he 
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remembers it as one of his worst experiences. "My first encounter with the Gender Links team 
was really embarrassing, since at the time Capital Radio was dominated by men and there were 
so few women in all departments, they represented only 20%.” Osman realised that it was 
crucial to catch up by employing more women to balance up the workforce. Now women make 
up 40% of those in management. Osman also recognised that it was not merely about the 
demographic profile of the institution, but also about the nature and quality of content that the 
station produced.  

In 2011, Capital Radio formally joined the media COE project cementing a long-standing 
relationship with GL. Since then, the radio station has made tremendous effort to mainstream 
gender in its programming and news content. Although the GMPS study showed that women 
constituted 9% of sources, there has been a change since then as shown in the self-monitoring 
results, with women now accounting for 42% of sources. 
 
Workplace: Swazi TV 
 
Swazi TV comes a long way in mainstreaming gender into its programmes. However with 
support from GL, the television entity has started to see a change in institutional composition, 
especially at the decision-making levels. The board has a woman chairperson and has equal 
representation of women and men. This is remarkable in a traditional country that still prides 
itself on its cultural heritage. Swazi culture is very patriarchal.   

 
Gone are the days when women were only just make-up artists and secretaries, women are 
now rising up to middle management positions. The station PRO is a woman, and so is the 
Head of Production. The Broadcasting manager, Accountant and HR Officer are all women. The 
editorial has given women a chance to show their worth and they are now making decisions. 

 
Interestingly, the technical department which has been the preserve for men has women as 
well. Who ever thought a cameraperson can be a woman too?. Currently one woman is doing 
her Masters in Journalism in England and is due back to take a leadership role at Swazi TV. This 
is a clear indication that the station is being transformed in empowering women.   

 
Commenting on this resounding improvement one of the first female continuity presenters and 
news readers Emelda Jorge Antonio says, ”When we were continuity announcers things were 
not like they are today. There has been a great improvement because we had no say we were, 
told what to do. Today I see they sit on the board and they also contribute to policy making” 
 
Swazi TV has a wellness policy that is the best from the local media houses. It embraces HIV 
and chronic illnesses and a humane treatment of its workers in that employees who might be 
undergoing medical help for chronic related illnesses, can be paid for six months while 
recuperating. This is beyond what is provided for by law. Currently, one employee who is not 
well is being taken care of, and he is assisted by the Station to attend medical attention and he 
is transported by the station. What is worth saying is that the station is equally concerned about 
welfare of the staff medically, and are covered under a medical aid which is a very rare in the 
media industry, which always complains that there are no profit margins from the media hence 
their continued failure to meeting such benefits.  
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Swaziland Television has transformed its editorial content and through this its programmes are 
very sensitive to gender issues. A greater sensitivity is given to reporting where survivors of 
violence are blurred and children who have been affected have their identity concealed. There 
is now a drive for gender stories and the station is very much alive to transforming its content 
as well by challenging all cultural biases and gender stereotypes. This is recommendable  
 
Swazi TV finds itself at a challenging position in that it has established a cultural unit aimed at 
addressing some of the biases against Swazi culture and Custom. It promotes good cultural 
practises and attempts to demystify the Umhlanga ceremony which has been widely perceived 
as abusing young maidens. Interestingly it educates the good value of morality and that young 
maidens are encouraged to remain pure and to be engaged on promiscuous lifestyles. It also 
encourages women to be truthful to their role and beginning rising to the challenge of 
transforming society.  

 
Swazi TV is equally aware that Gender is a sensitive issue and that will call for more aggressive 
sensitization at the top managerial level. The CEO who is very much passionate about change is 
supported by his Chief Editor who has made immense contribution in opening the newsroom to 
women reporters and editors under him are all being given fair chance.  

 
They are being challenged to rise up and seek solutions for themselves. Through innovative 
programming themes there is reason enough to be optimistic that Swazi TV is sure making 
things happen, and together they sure shall arrive! Women are drivers of change and right at 
the helm of the production team is a woman and together with broadcasting manager, great 
ideas are being implemented around issues of gender. Gender is surely not a women thing at 
Swazi TV, but men are being challenged to become partners in this agenda. 
 
Public participation 
 
Radio Dialogue is a good example of a media house that involves the public in its programming. 
The community radio station has lived up to its responsibility as a community entity by doing 
vox-pops and road shows where they discuss and raise awareness on GBV and other gender 
related issues. Radio Dialogue’s road shows are popular in Bulawayo and other neighbouring 
communities that the station serves. The people of Bulawayo come together and discuss 
pertinent issues long after the shows finish.  
 
According to Station Manager, Zenzele Ndebele, "What inspires me are the women I see every 
day coming to Radio Dialogue with a story to tell. Most of our active community members are 
women, and it always pains me that when it comes to serious issues, women, who are the most 
active participants, are not given a platform to express their views. Our slogan is ‘Giving you a 
voice,' and I believe women in our community need to be given the voice because no one can 
tell their story better than them." 
 
Examples of gender programmes include Ezobulili (gender issues) and Fusion. The shows allow 
for public engagement and participation as they access the views of different people. 
 
Content  
The COE process uses two approaches to measure progress in mainstreaming gender in media 
house content. The first approach measures the proportion of women sources. Voice or media 
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access is a key indicator of how media are opening up space for marginalised groups such as 
women. The second approach looks at the extent to which gender is included in programming. 
 
Gender aware programming and content 
There are several examples of gender aware programming in content across the media COEs. 
At the Defi Group’s weekly News on Sunday, Jamillah Jaddoo is contributing to gender aware 
content through her column, ‘Women’s Voice’ which, captures the life stories of Mauritian 
women who are excelling or making a difference in different fields of work/life. These human 
stories look at successful women who have climbed the corporate ladder.  
  
Jaddoo says her column is making a difference in that it also profiles women who have made it 
in male dominated fields. Some of these women have become role models. She recalls writing 
about Mauritius’s first post woman and female bus conductors. These stories serve to inspire 
other women to know that the sky is the limit and that they too can do anything they want in 
life. Jaddoo says the post woman story generated so much interest such that she wrote it again 
in French. She says there are now about seven post women in Mauritius. 
 
This column has also become a platform for women to express themselves and tell their stories 
in their own words. By giving women, the space to express themselves, Jaddoo is contributing 
to the SADC Gender Protocol goal of achieving gender equality by 2015, through ensuring that 
women find expression through the media. 
 
MIJ FM of Malawi (winner of the 2014 COE institutional award) has also made significant gains 
on the programming front. MIJ has introduced gender aware programmes in line with its 
gender policy. Programmes include Gender Ku Malawi (Gender in Malawi) and Democracy 
Forum. Gender Ku Malawi focuses on topical gender issues in Malawi. This is through bringing 
in experts from different fields. Democracy Forum includes phone in sessions. This is part of 
opening up space for different members of the community to become part of debate and 
discussion on topical issues affecting the ordinary man and woman. 
 
Mauritius: Making all voices count at the MBC 
 
Gender mainstreaming is an essential component of the services and operations of the 
Mauritius Broadcasting Coorporation. As a national broadcaster of a vibrant democracy, the 
MBC has a very important role to play in building and sustaining a climate conducive to peace 
and social harmony.  
 
“The board, the directorate and the staff are fully conscious of the important role of the 
corporation. One of the core objectives of the MBC is the implementation of its gender policy 
which we adopted with the help of Gender Links…The MBC has been able to promote a gender 
inclusive media environment that has empowered women to fully participate in the media. We 
have given Mauritian women access to expression through news reports and a higher number 
of local programmes on radio and TV…Our programming schedules cater for programmes which 
promote the role of women in society and which address social issues such as gender based 
violence, poverty, unemployment, entrepreneurship and empowerment.”—Deputy Director 
General, Soondre Devi Soborun. 
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Contribution to the SADC gender protocol provisions 

Protocol provision What COE process is 
contributing 

Progress 

Gender is 
mainstreamed in all 
information, 
communication and 
media policies and 
procedures, laws and 
training 
 

The media COE process 
supports media houses in the 
development and 
implementation of gender 
policies. The process facilitates 
backstopping through-out the 
ten stages 

So far 72 media houses have drafted 
gender policies and 47 of these have 
adopted them. 

Take measures to 
promote equal 
representation of 
women in the 
ownership and 
decision-making 
structures 

Through putting in place a 
policy framework, the COE 
process provides for equal 
representation of women and 
men in decision-making, in line 
with the SADC gender 
protocol. 

According to the situation analysis 
conducted in the media COEs 
women represent 41% of those in 
management in the media houses 
that GL is working with.  

Take measures to 
discourage the media 
from promoting 
pornography and 
violence against all 
persons especially 
women and children 

The COE process provides 
training on gender based 
violence. This training equips 
journalists with skills to enable 
them to do gender responsive 
coverage of cross cutting 
issues such as GBV and HIV 
and AIDS 

75% of media COEs have undergone 
training on covering gender-based 
violence. There are numerous 
gender specific programmes that 
address GBV. 

Encourage the media 
to give equal voice to 
women and men in all 
areas of coverage. 

Based on gaps observed in the 
GMPS GL has set a target of 
30% women news sources by 
2015. This extends to gender 
aware and gender specific 
programmes. 

The proportion of women sources in 
media COEs has increased by three 
percentage points in two years. This 
is evidence of the impact of the 
project. 

Gender equality in 
SADC by 2015 

Besides addressing media 
specific provisions of the 
protocol, the COE project aims 
to contribute to the overall 
target of gender equality in 
SADC by 2015. This is through 
supporting media houses to 
integrate gender in their 
coverage of the ten theme 
areas of the protocol. This  
includes putting in place 
gender aware programming 
programmes  

Since 2011, media COEs have 
undergone training on covering the 
ten theme areas of the protocol 
using the Reporting Southern Africa 
training manual. 
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Gender Management systems 
 
An analysis of the gender implementation processes across the media COEs has shown that 41 
of the 108 (38%) media COEs have gender structures. This includes the existence of task forces 
to foresee the implementation process, appointment of gender focal points and identification of 
gender champions. These individuals and structures have taken on the responsibility to drive 
the COE process from within, thereby leading to greater ownership and accountability to the 
process. 
  
The Botswana model provides a good example of gender management systems within the 
media COEs. Seven media COEs that are working towards adopting and signing onto one 
gender policy, have been exemplary in holding each other accountable. There is a task force, 
comprising of two people from each COE, which ensures that all media houses move at the 
same pace when it comes to commitment to the process. In Malawi, Mauritius, Tanzania and 
Zambia, GL has helped media COEs identify gender champions to lead the process. The media 
houses have developed gender action plans that they use to review progress against set 
targets. 
    
Budget   
The verification process also revealed that while media COEs have not set aside specific 
budgets for gender programmes, they have provided in-kind support to the COE process. These 
have mainly been through providing training venues and refreshments during various COE 
engagements. Support from media houses is evidence of ownership and commitment to the 
project. These contributions are also key to the sustainability of the project. 
 
Mauritius provides a great case study of a country where the media work has progressed with 
minimal financial input from Gender Links. This is largely due to the level of buy-in given to this 
process. All media houses in Mauritius have provided venues and catering for COE workshops. 
Their combined input is valued at Rs43000, which is equivalent to GBP877.  
   
In Botswana, The Voice newspaper has often hosted other media COEs for gender policy-
development discussions. This contribution is equivalent to GBP450. In Lesotho BAM media has 
also provided in-kind support to the value of GBP350. Whilst these amount may appear small, 
they are an indication of how media house view the COE process as a collaboration to which 
they have to contribute. 
 
Global impact of GL’s media work 
 
A Google search of media+gender+policy pointed to GL’s work. It would appear that no 
organisation in the world has worked directly with media houses on gender policy development.  
This points to the fact that GL is the only organisation that is working with media houses to 
develop and adopt gender policies. The idea of gender policies in the media was born out of a 
2001 workshop of gender activists who said one of the strategies for greater gender balance 
and sensitivity to the news is for media organizations to develop gender policies and targets. 
 
The Gender Links media programme has grown since its inception in 2001. Following ground 
breaking research studies such as the GMBS and Glass Ceiling studies, GL has become an 
opinion leader in the area of gender in the media. The GMBS study was the first extensive study 
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on gender and media in Southern Africa. In 2010, GL concluded a follow up study the GMPS 
just after the Glass Ceiling Study. The Glass Ceiling study, which explored gender in media 
house practice and institutional practice was to become the backbone of the International 
Women’s Media Federation’s (IWMF) global Women in Media Study. IWMF based its 
methodology on the Glass Ceiling concept. This is evidence of the impact of GL’s media work. 

 
After the Glass Ceilings, GL started working with media houses to develop gender policies. The 
GMBS, GMPS and the Glass Ceiling provided GL with the basis for the conceptualisation of the 
COE project. The COE project is unique in that there is no organisation in the world working 
with 108 media institutions to mainstream gender. The process, which is evidence based, has 
made a significant contribution to the gender discourse globally and has added to GL’s 
credibility as a leading gender and media organisation. 
  
COE project contributes to global efforts to achieve gender equality in the media 
 
As the SADC Gender Protocol Alliance media cluster, Gender Links (GL) has joined other like-
minded organisations to take the fight for gender equality in the media to the global stage. GL 
played a key role in the December 2013 Global Forum on Media and Gender deliberations in 
Bangkok. Leading the Africa caucus, GL was instrumental in galvanising regional voices in the 
lead up to the conference. 
 
The conference, which sought to revisit the Beijing Platform for Action Section J commitments, 
agreed on the need for more coordination in gender and media interventions globally, hence 
the formation of the Global Alliance on Media and Gender (GAMAG). This development comes at 
an opportune time as the world works to achieve the MDGs by 2015. GL’s participation in 
GAMAG is contributing to advancing the SGP media targets.  
GL has played a key role in ‘bringing Beijing’ to Africa. As GL now prepares to conduct a major 
follow up to the GMPS, the impact of its pioneering work is being felt far and wide. 

 
Value for money  
 
Over the three year implementation period, the Centres of Excellence model has evolved with 
GL devising new strategies to strengthen the process. This has increased effectiveness as well 

as led to media houses taking greater ownership and 
accountability of the process. Media houses have 
evolved to become key partners in the implementation 
process and started contributing to the success of the 
project. This is particularly seen in the level of kind 
support and funds specifically put into gender. 
 
The impact of the project has extended far and wide 
with global partners such as the United Nations 
Education and Scientific Organisation (UNESCO) and the 
World Association of Christian Communication (WACC) 
acknowledging the difference G’s work has made in the 
global fight for ‘gender equality in and through the 
media.’ 
 

 
GL staff Tarisai Nyamweda and 
Sikhonzile Ndlovu at the Global 
Forum on Media and Gender. 
Photo by Albert Ngosa 
http://gemcommunity.genderlink
s.org.za/gallery/main.php?g2_ite
mId=42923 
 

http://gemcommunity.genderlinks.org.za/gallery/main.php?g2_itemId=42923
http://gemcommunity.genderlinks.org.za/gallery/main.php?g2_itemId=42923
http://gemcommunity.genderlinks.org.za/gallery/main.php?g2_itemId=42923
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According to Ranjalay Sylvain, Editorial Director of The Express Group in Madagascar. “The 
training sessions organized by Gender Links have sparked debates within the media house and 
outside, and employees have been sensitized on the importance of gender. Gender Links has 
also helped the enterprise to draft and implement a gender action plan, which helps greatly in 
mainstreaming gender.” 
 
The COE process has seen media institutions taking ownership of the project through offering 
in-kind support or directly putting in funds for gender. Media houses have contributed 26% to 
the running of the project with R704, 298 out of R2 685,089. However the total cost per 
beneficiary is high at R2463. However due to the wide reach of the media, there are multiplier 
effects associated with this project as media houses are both a target and tool for 
transformation. Media houses in turn reach out to their audiences in the 12 countries.  
 
Economy  
 
Procurement procedures 

 
The media COE process 
achieves greater value for 
money through its 
procurement procedures. GL 
works through in-country 
media COE facilitators to 
engage with media houses. All 
facilitators are contracted on a 
yearly basis with a clear 
outline of deliverables.  

 
Facilitators’ contracts come 
with financial guidelines that 
are summarised in a finance pack which contains all the relevant finance and procurement 
documents. Facilitators are advised to go for the most cost effective option. 
 
 The finance pack stipulates that all facilitators: 

 Should workshops involve logistic costs over and above the consultant’s administrative 
fees, budgets must be approved by the programme manager, and accounted for using 
finance forms indicated in the facilitators’ pack 

 Obtain three quotations for all logistic costs and compile and quote comparison. 
 All funds received to be reconciled using the GL reconciliation and retirement form. 
 Any advance payments of this nature made and not accounted for shall be deducted 

from the consultant’s fee. 
 
Achieving economy through part-time consultants 
 
The facilitators have greater contextual understanding of the gender dynamics in the respective 
countries. Apart from doing the media COE work, these part time consultants combine the work 
with their other media related activities. They are also better placed to utilise partners and in-
country resources. This means the consultant brings to the COE work, a network of media 

Media COE facilitators at the 2014 SADC gender summit strategy 
meeting. Photo by Thando Dlamini 
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managers and leaders as well as other media stakeholders. For 
example, through the relationship with the facilitator, the Press 
Council of Botswana offered support to print 1000 copies of the 
Botswana media gender policy and individual media house 
action plans.  
 
Working through facilitators is also cost-effective compared to 
hiring full time personnel. This means that GL pays only for 
delivery whereas a full time staff member would require a 
salary every month, regardless of whether they deliver or not. 
An analysis of human resource costs shows that having part 
time consultants is more cost effective compared to having full 
time staff. The cost of hiring full time staff is R3, 240,000 
against R1, 732,060 for part time consultants. Although the HR 
costs vary depending on no of stages being covered, these 
average costs are based on facilitators carrying at least 12 
activities a year. This model also means that GL does not bear 
logistical costs of having a full time staff member as well as 
running an office for this.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Advantages and disadvantages of part time consultants 
 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Costs are more manageable Not easy to evaluate performance. Full 
time staff usually work within a 
performance management system  

Payment based on delivery. This drives 
consultants to deliver on time. 

Consultants may not show the same level 
of commitment to the project and the 
organisation’s values thereof.  

This gives the organisation flexibility to retain or 
release consultants based on performance. It is 
not always easy to lay off full-time staff. 

Competing priorities may hinder progress 

Greater flexibility to juggle commitments and 
plan for activities 

No clear identity as sometimes 
consultants are not viewed as Gender 
Links personnel 

No logistical costs associated with running an 
office 

 

More attention and dedication to the project 
unlike full time staff approach where staff 
always find themselves torn between project 
commitments and institutional processes. 

 

 

Figure 1Beata Kasale: Botswana 
media COE facilitator. Photo by 
Gender Links Botswana 

http://gemcommunity.genderl
inks.org.za/gallery/main.php?
g2_itemId=45991 
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The table above shows that the advantages of this model outweigh the negative aspects. 
However one still has to consider whether the facilitators do not sometimes compromise 
delivery and quality due to competing priorities.  
 
Efficiency  
 
Criteria for recruitment 
Recruitment of facilitators is mainly informed by the credentials of the individuals and their 
experience working in the field of gender and media. GL recruits from its networks and partner 
organisations. Most of the facilitators are affiliated to Gender and Media (GEM) networks that 
GL and partner organisations formed as part of the now defunct Gender and Media Southern 
Africa (GEMSA) network.  
 
This project also considers seniority of the consult in gender and media circles in their country. 
This is largely because buy-in for the projects happens at decision making level and as such it is 
important that someone senior and well established engages with decision makers. For example 
GL works with a former mainstream newspaper editor to roll out the project. In Botswana, GL 
works through the publisher of The Voice newspaper to cascade the project to other media 
institutions. 
  
Ensuring efficiency through timely delivery 
All facilitators’ contracts come with work plans that the facilitators and the programme manager 
develop under the strategic guidance of the GL Chief Executive Officer. Facilitators sign 
contracts which clearly outline the deliverables and timelines thereof. All GL contracts come 
with a clause for late delivery. All GL contracts come with the standard clause “GL reserves the 
right to deduct 5% from fees for late delivery of outputs” 
 
Monitoring contracts 
All media COE work and the deliverables thereof are captured in a Microsoft project plan (MS 
Project) which GL and the facilitators input into. This forms part of the facilitator’s contract. The 
tool allows for tracking of activities for each country and individual media houses. This allows 
for constant revisions and adjustments to ensure effective delivery of inputs. After every 
training workshop GL administers evaluation forms, which help monitor a facilitator’s 
performance.  
 
The COE verification process also allows for monitoring of performance and impact assessment. 
The verification process allows for a discussion between the media institution and the facilitator. 
GL uses these verification reports to monitor the facilitators’ delivery on the contracts. 
On-site training achieves greater efficiency 
Most of the COE workshops take place in-house thereby facilitating easy reach of the 
participants and greater buy-in from the media house. This approach ensures that GL reaches 
more in-house personnel as opposed to training in hotels where only a handful of staff can 
attend. Training is institutionalised and context specific. In order to make a meaningful 
difference it is important that the project reaches a critical mass to ensure continuity in the 
event of staff turn-over. In such instances GL works with Gender champions who can drive the 
process from within. 
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In-house training has led to greater ownership of the process with some media houses playing 
an active role in documenting the process. For example, the Mauritius Broadcasting Corporation 
has compiled a documentary on gender in the media house. The documentary details the 
different gender mainstreaming strategies the media house has employed. 
 
The verification exercise in Tanzania has shown that in-house training sessions are more 
effective than workshops attended by two staffers in hotels. Some of the media house 
personnel interviewed were not well versed with the components of the project. They felt that 
the two individuals attending the workshops were better positioned to talk about its impact.  

 
Making use of new technology 
 
As part of harnessing the efficiency of IT, GL has developed a self-monitoring tool that media 
house use to track progress in mainstream gender in editorial content. Media houses use the 
tool between external monitoring periods. The tool is a Microsoft Access driven database (see 
graphic) that has analysis coded into it. At the click of a button media houses receive an 
updated profile showing progress since the previous monitoring exercise. 

 
Effectiveness 
 
Rationale for the approach 
 
This new approach is informed by 
the results of the 2009 Glass 
Ceiling in Southern African Media 
and the 2010 Gender and Media 
Progress Study (GMPS) which 
showed an apparent lack of 
improvement in gender in and 
through the media compared to 
earlier studies. The GMPS found 
that on average the proportion of 
women sources in the region 
increased by just two percentage points from 17% in the 2003 Gender and Media Baseline 
Study (GMBS) to 19% in the 2010 GMPS. The Glass Ceiling Study showed that whilst women 
are underrepresented in media in general, they are glaringly absent from decision-making 
positions. An analysis of the media house outcome indicators since project inception has shown 
steady progress.  
 
Shared ownership 
 
In-kind contribution and money directly set aside for gender set the building blocks of 
sustainability. This indicates that media houses do not view the project as a GL but see 
themselves as equal partners. When media houses have contributed to the process there is 
greater accountability and interest in seeing results. Media houses also start to drive the 
process from within.  
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00xQ31pMovg
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Long term benefits  
 
This project aims to contribute to the SADC Gender Protocol of gender equality in SADC by 
2015 and beyond. Media houses are therefore a tool through which the message is amplified. 
Change in attitudes within the media house is the basis for change in the larger society. When 
media houses start taking ownership of the project and putting in place gender policies, there is 
change in content and programming. When transformation happens at the institutional level, 
sustainability in enhanced. The COE project had seen more than 70 media houses draft gender 
policies.  
 
Capacity building and enhancement 
 
This project has a detailed training programme for media house personnel. For example, after 
the initial buy-in stages, stage three focuses on an in-house workshop where there is detailed 
training on gender in the media house. The understanding of gender has increased as a result 
of the process.  
 
The project has enhanced the capacity of media house personnel. This is seen in media house 
content as well as improvement in workplace practice. The quality of case studies submitted to 
the SADC Gender Protocol summits are testimony of the value the project has brought in the 
media. For example FM 101 of Malawi has improved its programming by ensuring gender is 
central in its programmes as well as news content.  

 
The self-monitoring concept has also equipped media with the skills to monitor their editorial 
content thereby giving them a qualitative overview of change. Stage eight of the project, 
requires media houses to monitor their editorial content using a self-monitoring tool developed 
by GL. Media housed have to undergo training before they can use the tool. This training 
enhances capacity. 
 
Making a difference 
This intervention fits into GL’s theory of change. The COE project views the media as both a 
target and tool for transformation. Change has begun with individual media house personnel 
with staff getting greater appreciation and understanding gender issues in the media. 
 
This has led to media houses developing gender policies to guide their operations and ensure 
that gender is integrated in all aspects of the work. Lomalangeni Dlamini of the Voice of the 
Church in Swaziland observes that through this process, “VOC has come a long way in 
addressing and or redressing societal ills emanating from gender inequality. In yester years, 
topics pertaining to gender were perceived as taboo for open discussions, particularly in a 
Christian-based organization. However, after gender-related issues in programming were 
introduced gradually management started embracing such changes as part of their mandate.” 

 
At the bigger level audience perceptions and mindsets have changed. In Zimbabwe for example 
Radio Dialogue conducts community dialogues for the people of Bulawayo. This addresses a 
range of issues including gender. Zenzele Ndebele, the Station Manager says, ‘through 
programmes such as Ezobulili and our engagements with the community, people’s views on the 
role of women and men in society have changed.  
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Thandeka Moyo is a reporter at the Chronicle a media COE in Zimbabwe. Moyo has a passion 
for health and gender reporting. This passion and her interaction with GL has opened doors for 
her in her tender but progressing career. She is currently on a fellowship at Mail and Guardian’s 
health journalism centre, Bhekisisa in South Africa, 
under the mentorship of Mercedes Sayagues, a judge at 
the 2013 SADC gender summit, where Moyo won the 
Print media award. 
 
 Moyo says “as I am being groomed and have that one 
person who is focusing on me and ensures that they 
really train you. It is really having an impact in my life. 
My bosses are actually saying they want me to go back 
to Zimbabwe and apply the skills that I have learnt here 
back at the Chronicle. So yes from the time I met 
Gender Links I have been going higher and higher and I 
have been meeting people who are influencing my life 
in different ways. 
 
The trainings offered by GL have helped my journalism 
and interviewing skills and I gained vast knowledge and appreciation for how other people live.”  
 
Besides Gender Links Moyo has other people who are helping her on her journey to drive 
change. Virginia Muwanigwa and Sayagues are her biggest mentors and influence her life 
immensely. Muwanigwa has been making sure she emerges as a good female journalist. 
Muwanigwa who is an award-winning journalist and gender and women’s rights expert believes 
in Moyo’s efforts. 
 
“As the director of the organisation that started the women journalists mentoring programme in 
Zimbabwe which is where I met Thandeka for the first time as she was accepted one of the first 
participants in the first group. It has been quite gratifying to see that we catalysed a process 
where she has been able to identify who she is as a young woman, journalist and a gender 
activist in the making. She has been able through our initial support to be exposed to other 
activities. I am particularly happy that as a journalist who just graduated she has already done 
an investigative journalism piece. This is something we know is not very easy even for 
experienced journalists, but she was able to be mentored through that process again in the 
Humanitarian Information Facilitation Centre mentoring programme,” noted Muwanigwa.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thandeka Moyo,Reporter for Chronicle, 
receiving the print media award at the  
2014 Zimbabwe summit; Photo by Tapiwa 
Zvaraya 
http://gemcommunity.genderlinks.org.za/g
allery/main.php 
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Un-intended consequences  
 

The impact of this project has extended beyond 
Southern Africa. In June 2013, GL received an 
invitation to partner with UNESCO in co-organising 
the first ever Global Forum on Media and Gender. 
This is evidence of the global impact and ripple 
effects of GL’s efforts to achieve gender equality in 
and through the media.  

 
Whilst the COE project has targeted media in SADC, 
GL’s nomination to the Global Alliance on Media and 
Gender (GAMAG) provides a unique opportunity for 
the organisation to share lessons learnt from the 
COE project with global partners and media 
stakeholders. 

 
Similarly the upcoming Global Media Monitoring 
Project (GMMP) coordinated by the World 
Association of Christian Communication (WACC) will 
draw from GL’s experience in working with media 
COEs to self-monitor using a self-monitoring tool 
specifically designed for this project. GL is exploring 
the possibility of adapting the self-monitoring tool 
for the global project. WACC has invited GL to 
coordinate the South Africa and Southern African 
monitoring project. 
 
Progress on project roll out  
The COE roll out process has presented GL with numerous lessons on achieving donor 
commitments. When the project started, GL never envisaged the slow pace of progress. The 
overall assumption was that media houses would deliver on targets on time. When GL started 
the project in 2011, the aim was to finish all activities by 2013. Now, two years later, the 
project has achieved 54% of its target. The lessons have called for re-strategising and changing 
the programme design. The main lesson has been around rolling out backstopping and capacity 
building workshops in the COEs. Stage seven opens up into ten more stages. After discussions 
with media house personnel, it has become evident that there is need for more time on the 
ground to achieve the desired outcomes. In addition to this, the COE cycle is not linear, 
allowing media houses to jump across stages based on convenience on the ground. For 
example, one cannot measure progress by looking at the number of media houses that reach a 
certain stage, but rather by looking at the total number of stages covered. 
      
The initial target for the proportion of women sources in the media COEs was 25% for year 
two. By 2012, when the proportion of women sources remained stagnant at 19% it became 
obvious that the COEs would not achieve the desired outcomes at the given time. These results 
have also underscored the importance of the capacity building workshops.  
 
 

I would be very grateful if Gender 
Links will agree to be a key partner of 
this global initiative. Your involvement 
will mean that you consent to be a 
member of a regional committee that 
will help to rally the primary 
stakeholders, co-organise joint 
sessions with UNESCO that are 
relevant to your mandate, and 
mobilise resources where possible and 
necessary to support regional 
representation. Furthermore, Gender 
Links would commit to leading a 
regional caucus during the forum to 
start discussion about a regional 
chapter of the GAMG and to 
contribute to appointing regional 
representatives who will participate in 
the high level session. 
 
Yours sincerely,  

Jānis Kārkliņš 
Assistant Director-General for 
Communication and Information at 
UNESCO (Paris) 
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Implementation 
Whilst there have been successes in the uptake of the COE process and development of gender 
policies, there are still challenges when it comes to implementation. This is evident in the high 
number of media COE personnel that are unaware of the existence of gender policies in their 
media houses. This is true in most countries except for Mauritius and Madagascar. Although 60 
media houses have drafted gender policies, it was evident during the verification that some 
employees were not aware of the COE process. Although there is heightened awareness, there 
is need for more in-house engagements to publicise the gender policies. This is an important 
lesson that GL cannot ignore. It is also evident that some media houses are finding it hard to 
mainstream gender in institutional practice. Whilst some media houses have gender policies, 
they cannot concretely show how they are implementing these gender policies. This presents 
opportunities for engaging more with media houses on their gender policies. 
 
Methodology 
The verification process has also brought out lessons around methodology. This is especially so 
in Tanzania where the proportion of women sources has gone down from 21% to 19%. 
Tanzania has covered all but one of the ten modules under stage seven, using the group model. 
Grouping media houses has meant that only a handful of people from the individual media 
COEs participate in the stage 7 workshops. This presents challenges when these individuals 
leave. GL is now reviewing its programme design to ensure that it reaches more personnel in 
the COEs. As GL conducts the stage seven workshops, there is need to continue interfacing with 
decision-makers within the media COEs to ensure that content produced is used within the 
COEs. It was clear during verification that journalists often do not report back to management 
after training, thereby breaking the communication lines. It is key that GL explores the 
possibility of holding regular backstopping seminars with media COEs to discuss topical issues 
that present opportunities for more engagement around gender issues. 
 
Constant engagements with media house management 
It is evident that constant engagements between facilitators and media house personnel lead to 
better results. Whilst GL works directly with journalists on stage seven, constant feedback to 
management is key. It emerged during verification that in some instances the training 
workshops do not feed back to gender mainstreaming initiatives within the media COES. There 
is a communication gap between GL and media COE management. GL has interacted mostly 
with newsroom personnel due to the stage 7 backstop. It was evident during verification that 
the outcomes of the project are not being fed back to management. There were also examples 
of vibrant communication and engagements between GL and media house management. 
 
Importance of M and E 
Constant monitoring evaluation exercises are key in benchmarking progress and pulling out 
case studies of impact. The COE verification process, which forms stage 9 of the COE process, 
has given GL insights into the impact of the work on the ground and the challenges thereof. 
Qualitative case studies of impact are as important as quantitative M and E. Whilst numbers can 
tell the story, profiles and first-hand accounts from beneficiaries strengthen the case for the 
programme.  
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Next steps 
 
The suggested activities aim to strengthen institutional mechanisms and GL’s intervention 
strategies. The reflections from the media COE verification, results of the self-monitoring 
exercise as well as feedback from media COE facilitators, partners and beneficiaries inform the 
suggested approaches. Arthur Okwemba had this to say about progress in Tanzania thus far, ” 
In Tanzania we have challenges when it comes to the number of employees in the media 
houses who are aware of the existence of media house gender policies.” 
 
Gender and media is at the bottom of the list in the Beijing Platform for Action when 
it should be at the top. Stakeholders have noted that whilst media was identified as one of 
the critical areas of concern in 1995, it is not at the top of the priority areas. This calls for more 
efforts to bring gender and media issues to the fore on the global arena.  
 
Using the COE model, push for structured and coordinated gender and media 
interventions, and Monitoring and Evaluation (M and E) systems. When the Beijing 
declaration was signed, there was no clear M and E or follow up mechanisms put in place to 
monitor and track progress. As such there has been no review of gains and losses in the last 20 
years.  
 
Link the COE process to global set standards on gender equality in the media. As the 
organization championing the media provisions of the SGP, GL is using the COE project to push 
for strengthened gender and media indicators.  
 
Need for a fundamental shift in attitudes. Gender equality will not be achieved unless 
there is a fundamental shift in attitudes and mindsets. This calls for greater efforts in training 
and advocacy as well as engaging with citizens, media practitioners, regulators, trainers and 
young media audiences. 
 
Breakfast meeting with editors and the gender task teams in each country. This will 
help move the process faster and smoother. The Stage 7 capacity-building workshops can be 
re-introduced here. It is crucial as well to have a one on one with editors. Media facilitators 
should have strong relationships with the editors. 

 
Focus on one media house at a time. This gives more attention to one media house to 
achieve its targets of increasing gender aware programing and even women’s sources. In this 
way, facilitators can use the media house as an example to motivate others with a local 
example.  

 
Reaching out to editors:  As we do workshop modules with reporters we must also reach out 
to editors as they have the final say on what comes out in the newspapers. It has emerged that 
constant engagement with the decision makers is imperative for the sustainability of the gains 
made in this process. Having high level buy-in guarantees a level of seriousness and 
commitment from the media house. 
 
Create more synergy between the media COE project and the Opinion and 
Commentary service: As part of knowledge creation, the GMDC houses the GL opinion and 
commentary service. Whilst journalists from the media COE project are contributing to this 
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service, there is need for a more structured way of bringing together the two activities. This 
also links to the need to market the GL opinion and commentary service more with editors from 
the media COEs. The usage of the service by COEs is still low. 
 
Assume a targeted approach: train political reporters on constitution, health reporters on 
covering Health and HIVAND AIDS and combine them with those who all-rounder journalists 
etc. This is their area of interest and the outputs will be better. Training journalists who do not 
report on a particular news beat will not result in any impact. 

 
Acquiring resource persons: Experts in the different thematic areas where  journalists are 
training on will help the process have more impact as facilitators might not have the capacity to 
train on certain themes  
 
Field Work for all modules: It provides real opportunities for journalists to be on the ground 
to access the voices and perceptions of ordinary women and men. 
 
Mentorship: Mentoring journalists through the process can be more effective. Journalists can 
carry on with the programme even if they move to other newsrooms. The facilitator can identify 
reporters and mentor them on what kind of stories they should write. They will also help them 
identify stories and guide them to acquire gender balance in articles regardless of topics. 
 
Periodic discussions with media COE management to discuss progress and 
challenges in project roll-out. Learning from the COE verification process, GL will run a 
series of gender policy-implementation workshops with media owners, managers, editors and 
producers on progress in mainstreaming gender. This will ensure on-going engagements and 
that the capacity building initiatives feed back into media house content.  
 
In-house engagements on the results of the self-monitoring exercise 
As part of on-going dialogue, GL will facilitate in-house workshops to discuss the results of the 
self-monitoring exercise. Whilst there are gains in certain media houses, there are challenges, 
which call for engagement and strategising. These workshops include discussions on the 
feedback from the COE verification. This will ensure that all staff are aware of commitments to 
gender equality.  
 
Support to media houses on implementation of gender policies through content 
production: The key indicators for the success of the media COE project include gender aware 
content and programming. Working with journalists and content producers will lead to gender 
specific programmes and content. Whilst there is evidence that a significant number of media 
houses are implementing their gender policies, the number of such programmes and editorial 
content is still low. 
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Annex A: Swazi Information and Broadcasting 
Services (SBIS) 
 
The Swaziland Broadcasting and Information Services 
is the Department of the Ministry of Information 
Communication Technologies (ICT). As a Department 
this station is vital in disseminating information to the 
nation. Radio being the number one source of 
information for the 95% of the population remains the 
most influential media in Swaziland. Even though not a 
fully-fledged broadcaster, SBIS remains a public entity 

and controls by the government. All employees of this station are first Civil Servants, and 
therefore are answerable to the government orders. 
 
A lot of programmes currently produced by information officers who come from NGOs and 
Governmental Departments are the most useful programmes in as far as Gender issues are 
concerned. In a nutshell if we are to speak of any meaningful change in this station, we can 
safely state that the role played by National Association of Development Programme Producers 
(NADPP) is quite vital.  The programmes whose content has a bearing on gender 
mainstreaming include  
Tentele Make – Women’s Empowerment programme; Sebenta – National Literacy Programmes 
Swaaga – Abuse and women’s rights programme;Tephalamente- Parliamentary Affairs 
Curerent Affairs – Features issues happening in communities;Lutsango Lwakangwane – 
Women’s regiments; Tebaphalalali – Disaster and community mitigation. 
 And Kwentekani eTinkhundleni – Community Development 
 
SBIS strength in Gender mainstreaming is only realized through working through and with the 
NADPP . These different programmes are adding value to assisting the listeners about gender 
concepts and exposes them to International declaration on gender related themes as well as 
assisting them to grasp the country’s obligations to them. It is encouraging to note that even 
though the station is not making much inroads in embracing gender mainstreaming, the gender 
mainstreaming is however indirectly being implemented. Those who work with rural 
communities, and produce programmes based on challenges women faces in rural 
developmental issues, it goes without saying they are finding help by some of programming 
ideas and progressive thoughts shared through these programmes.  

 
Community development Information officers who 
produce these programmes avail space for women and 
information is disseminated as they attempt seeking 
help amongst themselves and the motivators who 
might just be addressing community development 
issues. Challenges faced by women are tackled over 
some of these programmes, and you can imagine the 
empowerment that happens when rural based women 
for an examples help each other and not wait for help 

Bhekizwe Gwebu at the SBIS studio 

broadcasting_Swaziland_td_04022013. 
 
 

SBIS journalist doing interviews at 
the Mankayane market during the 
media training field day  
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from anybody , but together in a rural based challenging context they find help. In a nutshell 
then SBIS is very much indebted to the NADD for continually drumming the gospel of gender 
and that somehow the continued  collaboration between key stakeholders and NGOs working in 
rural communities are steadily bearing much fruit.  
 
The Senior Information officer, Ncamsile Matsebula is equally convinced that such an initiative 
of gender mainstreaming ought to be driven by the line ministry coordinating gender. 
‘Government as a big entity, only works through line ministries, and in this case only the gender 
unit must be invited to assist this programme. Training of journalists while important, cannot 
alone make the gender mainstreaming project work. All media workers who are information 
officers will begin collaborating if they are made aware that the government gender policy is the 
driving force. In her own words, ‘Just get confirmation and support from Deputy Prime minister 
of how the Gender policy should implemented.’ 
  
According to the Smangele Dlamini, Gender focal person, it is never easy to monitor the impact 
of these programmes in that SBIS currently do not have an M and E tool. Also, the absence of a 
gender the absence of a gender policy will y at the station is a setback indeed. It is a pity that 
currently the station tends to rely only on the government gender policy, and unfortunately this 
is not crafted with media lens to assist the station so that it embraces gender mainstreaming. 
Also, it should be stated that the leaders\hip at the station currently do not see eye to eye with 
the intention of a gender policy and framework. 
 
Inspite of the challenges the station might face they still have very active personnel to deal with 
gender issues. The gender focal person is very much committed to drum the Gospel of Gender 
in a station where management is reluctant to embrace it. She is attempting to working with 
the Gender Unit presently housed at the Deputy Prime Minister’s office, with the view of 
encouraging collaboration within the Government inter-ministerial focal persons, as each 
ministry does have a gender focal person. It is only when all these officers are sensitized and 
given skills on how they can contribute towards gender mainstreaming in all governmental 
programmes. As matters stand this needs a collaborative strategy indeed. 
 
Dlamini feels strongly that all programme producers and broadcasters in the station need 
exposure and must be pushed to embrace gender mainstreaming. She is equally convinced that 
the status quo must be further pushed for gender mainstreaming to be realised. What is 
presently needed at the station is a paradigm shift, where mentoring and coaching on gender 
becomes basic to enhancing production skills. The onus is now on the management to ensure 
that the station is not left behind as other media houses are miles ahead. Dlamini is determined 
to work with gender mainstreaming and ensuring that SBIS becomes victorious in gender 
mainstreaming. 
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